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Synopsis
The Poet receives a phone call offering a commission to write a new play to be performed at a prestigious theatre. He is quick to decline the commission
because he is in mourning for his recently dead lover. He cannot even think of working, he says. But it’s clear that he is flattered by the honour. By the end
of the call, he promises to think about it, and makes a note of the details. Strangely, the caller doesn’t give a name.
Despite his earlier protestations, the Poet begins trying to work. However, he cannot get past simply stating the fact of his lover’s death. He screws up the
paper and throws it away.
The Poet confronts himself in the mirror and agonises, self-accusingly, over his lover’s death.
The door bell rings. The Poet is visited by a beautiful woman, dressed in black – The Princess. Mysteriously, she seems to know all about the Poet,
particularly about the details of his father’s suicide. She asks the Poet what he wants and he says to be re-united with his dead love. She says there is a way
to achieve this – through death. She gleefully encourages him to put a gun to his head and pull the trigger – the same gun that his father used to kill
himself, which the Poet has kept all these years. However, just as he is about to shoot himself, she stops him and says that there is something she wants to
show him.
The Princess gives the Poet a vision of all the books he has yet to write – the creative work he has ahead of him.
She then lights a candle, saying that they will “play a game”. Before the candle burns out, the Poet must choose between Love and Art. The Poet chooses
Love, but the Princess says the candle hasn’t burnt out yet. There is still time for him to change his mind.
As part of the game, the Princess encourages the Poet to invoke Orpheus. Orpheus appears. The Princess offers the Poet a magical poppy petal. The Poet
takes the poppy petal, falls asleep, and begins to dream.
The legend of Orpheus is retold. The Poet wakes and blames Orpheus for causing Eurydice’s death. They argue violently. In despair the Poet summons the
Princess again. He demands more poppy petals. The underworld invades the apartment. The Princess claims the Poet as her own. The Dead call to the
Poet. The Poet emerges from a trance as the figure of his Dead Love appears to him.
The Princess reminds the Poet of the books he still has to write. The future books are displayed, but gradually start to vanish. The candle is burning out.
The moment when the Poet must make his final decision is approaching. His Dead Love has appeared in front of him, all he has to do is say the word –
choose Love – and they will be reunited. But at the final moment, the Poet, in agony, rejects his love. Orpheus and Eurydice drag the Dead Love back into
the Underworld.
The apartment is restored to the everyday. The Poet rails against the Princess. She calmly offers him paper. The Poet begins writing.
Roger Morris, 2012

Resurrecting Cocteau in Reverse - James S. Williams
Perhaps no other artist probed so consistently, and in so many different forms and media, the profound and mysterious relations
between life and creativity as did Jean Cocteau. He was, by his own admission, afflicted by an insurmountable ‘difficulty of
being’. Since in his view all creative work was an exhalation from within (i.e. the self) rather than inspired from without, it was
necessarily biographical and part of a continuous ‘life project’ – one, however, beset by permanent tensions and contradictions.
When the Flame Dies, which begins with The Poet in impossible mourning for his dead lover Raymond, captures perfectly this
essential feature of Cocteau. It is a fascinating fusing of life and art, real people and fictional characters. Raymond Radiguet was
the boy prodigy, author of Le Diable au corps (The Devil in the Flesh), who died tragically from typhoid in 1923 at the age of
twenty. From the moment they met in June 1919, Cocteau, almost twice his age, devoted himself exclusively to Radiguet whom
he regarded immediately as his Master and the future of literature. Their time together was a providential ‘experiment’ to create
something ‘heavenly’, and it transformed Cocteau’s imaginary universe: the Poet was now a visionary. It was never fully clear
what the precise nature of their intimate relationship was, yet Cocteau became suicidal following Radiguet’s death (he was too
distraught even to attend the funeral). He was now lost in the wilderness, and it would take him several long years of opium
addiction and a temporary return to the Church before he was able to move on emotionally and artistically, though he probably
never truly got over losing Radiguet.
One of the major signs of Cocteau’s renewal was the play Orpheé (1926), the first of his many successful updatings of classical
myth. Mixing tragic and often scandalously comic elements (it was also a satire on Dada), it presented Orphée as a weak poet
relying on a strange inverted form of Centaur for inspiration. The figure of the glazier Heurtebise carried clear echoes of Radiguet
– a guardian angel who embodied love and salvation yet who could just as suddenly disappear. It was also linked to a poem
written by Cocteau around the same time entitled ‘L’Ange Heurtebise’, which describes the spiritual and homoerotic fantasy of
possession by a ‘heavy male’ sceptre – both a violent creative spirit and a young male lover. In the play, Heurtebise arguably
loves – and is loved by – Orpheus through the intermediary of Eurydice, though this cannot be proved.
The opera by Ed Hughes and Roger Morris gives at last a dramatic voice to Raymond who can now express his personal anguish.
The fact that the role is for a counter-tenor while that of Cocteau is for a baritone offers a neat, ironic touch since Radiguet was
extremely masculine, often aggressively so, certainly in comparison with Cocteau. The opera also makes reference to Cocteau’s
father who shot himself in the head when Cocteau was just eight – an event that would later be replayed in the scene of the Poet
killing himself in the 1932 film, Le Sang d’un Poète, the first part of Cocteau’s ‘Orphic trilogy’. What makes the opera so different
from this film, and also from Cocteau’s much darker 1950 film Orphée (in part a bitter self-portrait by Cocteau as he sought to
work through his self-doubts as an artist now turning sixty and facing critical indifference), is that here the beloved is explicitly
male and bears Radiguet’s name, thus breaking away radically from conventional heterosexual retellings of the Orpheus myth.
Here, the figure of Cocteau is presented with a choice: whether to bring his lover back from the Underworld or to choose art and
immortal fame by summoning Orpheus, his ancestor and double. For Cocteau, of course, there was never any choice when it

came to Radiguet who represented the possibility of an ideal union of absolute love and creativity. Yet this bold move on the part
of Hughes and librettist Roger Morris creates a tightly sprung coil of dramatic tension powerfully articulated in existential and
aesthetic terms around the many sets of Cocteau-like mirrors and doubles (Cocteau and Raymond, Cocteau and Eurydice,
Cocteau and Princess Death, Cocteau and Orpheus).
When the Flame Dies draws on a number of other familiar Cocteau themes, including duty (the duty of love as sacrifice), destiny,
beauty, domination and withdrawal. There are also exciting parallels with Cocteau’s iconic imagery in the opera’s elegantly
simple and effective visual design. The endlessly proliferating forms of the video projection bleeding out over the frame of a
large overhanging mirror are a beautiful rendering of the mirror as portal to the Zone, that strange no-man’s land between life
and death in the film Orphée. The recurring visual motif of the multiple hands in feverish activity presents an ambivalent image:
are they trying to enter or to escape? Is this an image of neurotic breakdown or frenzied inspiration? The lack of a clear sense
and direction is pure Cocteau, as are the sudden unexpected events like the smashing of a pane of glass (the internal cracking of
a mirror in Orphée is accompanied by Cocteau’s voice-over quip: ‘Mirrors would do well to reflect more’). The falling red petals
hark back to Cocteau’s last film, Le Testament d’Orphée (1960), the final stage of his Orphic trilogy, where they will be
resurrected into life again through the miracle of reverse motion photography.
Hughes’s score, brilliantly performed by five exceptional singers and the New Music Players, conveys the strange forces and
fields, currents and counter-currents, operating in both versions of Cocteau’s Orpheé. The result is a subtle flux of multiple
tensions, moods and intensities, of fast-changing tempos, rhythms and counterpoints oscillating between searing expressions of
naked emotion and more gentle, contemplative passages. The excellent libretto announces itself in monosyllables of utter
torment (The Poet’s anguished cry: ‘No! No! No!’), yet is also punctuated by moments of human levity in its deliberately bare and
direct use of language. The stunning interlude sequence – a symphonics of static noise and interference – is accompanied visually
by sound waves dancing in the mirror, like a live seismograph of the emotional cataclysms taking place. Such a combination of
pre-recorded electronic extracts and disruptive found sounds creates an appropriately eerie echo chamber of sonic disturbance.
The orchestral score of the film Orphée, featuring stylised rearrangements of Gluck’s opera Orfeo ed Eurydice, was composed by
Cocteau’s regular collaborator, Georges Auric, one of the members of the group Les Six whom Cocteau personally championed in
the late 1910s/early 1920s. The arresting theme used for the set-piece passages through the Zone starts off boldly with driving
chords and then appears to slow down in its variations and become suspended, hovering in the air as if working against the
brooding percussive undercurrents that evoke the wind of Time. Yet even if the music for the Zone seems at times to backtrack
or split up sideways, it is still always moving forwards (Cocteau will not experiment with the possibility of reverse sound until Le
Testament d’Orphée where some lines of dialogue are recorded backwards). In the opera, however, during the aria where
Princess Death sings her poignant eternal refrain, she does so with and against a pre-recorded track of her mezzo voice playing in
reverse. This dazzling reverse double movement matches the intense play of symmetry and repetition in the film Orphée, in
particular the final return from the Zone when Orphée (Jean Marais) is transported back to the domestic bedroom and Eurydice
in a slightly altered mirror reflection of the first descent. The effect was produced by means of reverse-motion photography:

Heurtebise (François Périer), his arms outstretched, appears to push Orphée backwards, though in fact Orphée was moving on a
different plane in a pre-filmed back projection.
In the spirit of Cocteau yet no mere back-tracking, When the Flame Dies is an original and daring work for our times executed
with rare urgency and precision. Whereas the film ended on a note of genuine disappointment (Orphée is released back into the
world of humans and their ‘mire’), Hughes’ and Morris’s remarkable opera has a life-affirming forward projection. Its potent
flame will burn brightly for generations to come.
James S. Williams is the author of Jean Cocteau (Reaktion Books, 2008).

Orpheus, Orphée, and When the Flame Dies - Michal Grover-Friedlander
When the Flame Dies pays homage to Cocteau’s interpretation of the Orphic myth in his film Orphée (1950) even as it reclaims the
myth for opera. When the Flame Dies follows Cocteau’s deviation from the myth though it replaces the artistic gift of poetry with
that of music and song.
In the opera, song hovers between the worlds of the living and the dead. The Poet’s voice conjures and revives Orpheus – his
ancestor, mythic double, and aggrandized self-reflection. In one of the opera’s most beautiful moments the poet shows how he
possesses the Orphic power to summon the dead. Contrary to the Greek myth, it is Orpheus rather than Eurydice who returns from
the underworld. The revival of Orpheus is a brilliant twist that complicates both the relationship between Orpheus and Eurydice
and the signification given to singing.
Once summoned, Orpheus sings that “all are doomed to repeat Orpheus” but that no one but him could ever bear such a fate.
Indeed, in both Orphée and When the Flame Dies, the artist possesses dubious powers and is in constant struggle with his source of
creativity. In Cocteau’s film, because Orphée can no longer write, he seeks inspiration from cryptic messages heard over a car radio.
The car belongs to the character Death, and its messages are poems transmitted from the other world by Orphée’s dead rival via
the intermediary of Death. In When the Flame Dies, Death seduces the poet by showing him what he could become and the works
he has yet to write.
In the myth, Orpheus uses his artistic powers to bring back his beloved. In the two modern renditions creativity and love are locked
in strife, and the artist must choose one or the other: “The choice is yours, of course. To die, and in death join the one you love. Or
to live a loveless but creative life.” Death is here a central character with a crucial influence on Orpheus’s fate and his love for
Eurydice. Both in the film and the opera, Orpheus and Eurydice are thus not the only couple; likewise, both works center on two
rather than one single artist.
An important innovation in Cocteau’s reinterpretation of the myth is the idea of a Zone, a passage between the world of the living
and that of the dead. To characterise existence in the Zone he employs the cinematic trick of reverse motion. Transposed by
Hughes, the Zone receives a specific temporal or a-temporal character: it is an eternal present, where one is among neither the
living nor the dead. It is the time that it takes for the flame to die, the time that is given the poet to decide between love and art:
“There are no memories. There is no past. No first, no last, only now. You are locked in the eternal now. There are no regrets. There
is no pain. There is only now, the eternal refrain. You are no longer with the living. You are not yet with the dead. You are here,
now, held by the candle’s flame, in a moment outside time.”
Michal Grover-Friedlander is the author of Vocal Apparition: The Attraction of Cinema to Opera (Princeton 2005) and Operatic
Afterlives (Zone Books 2011)

LIBRETTO
[1]
POET No! No! No! No!
[Telephone rings]
Hello? Yes... speaking...
That's very kind, thank you, I appreciate...
Yes... sudden... a shock...
So much to offer - thank you for your call
goodbye...
What you ask is not possible...
I can't write... not yet, not ever...
A commission? For a play? I see...
Which theatre?
Is that so? I do beg your pardon but I didn't
catch your name.
You are? Of course - yes - it would be.
That's true. A great honour. But...
I... I don't know... It feels too soon...
I'll think it over.
You're very kind. You didn't tell me...
...your name?
[2]
My love is dead.
How can I look at myself in the mirror?
How can I face the man I've become?
It wasn't my fault. I didn't wish it.
Sickness took my love.
A painful death, a horrible sickness.
I wasn't there to wipe the fevered brow.
But it wasn't my fault.
Why can't I look at myself in the mirror?
Why do I see a murderer's eyes?
A cortege drew the coffin away,
So I was told by friends who saw it

I couldn't bear to be there that day.
It wasn't my fault. I didn't wish it.
How can I look at myself in the mirror?
How can I face the man I've become?
[3]
If only...
Do I know you?
PRINCESS I first came into your life the day
your father died.
You were just a child.
How you cried to see a stranger guide your
father's hand to suicide.
POET Cried? I don't remember crying.
I remember playing... I remember...
...the blood, the gun, my mother's tears
and then I went outside to play quite happily
that day.
PRINCESS I'm sure you must have cried.
POET Cold, cold; your touch... is cold.
PRINCESS
I wonder...
Darling, may I see the gun?
POET The gun?
PRINCESS The gun your father blew his
brains out with.
POET I don't have it.
PRINCESS Please don't lie.
POET Why would I keep such an object?
PRINCESS How could you bear to part with
it?
What do you desire, my friend?
POET To be an artist.
PRINCESS I could be your patron or your
muse, you choose.
POET You clearly are very...rich!

PRINCESS Am I not beautiful? Now, show me
the gun, Poet.
How your father loved his gun.
Would you like to hold it?
Come now, your love is dead.
This may be the way to see your love again.
Take the gun.
All you have to do is put the gun against your
head.
POET My love is dead, I cannot live.
[4]
PRINCESS Before you pull the trigger I have
something to show you.
Do you like them? They could be yours...
Works you have yet to create.
Poems, plays, paintings, photographs, films,
the art, the vision.
Yours, look, there, upon the spine, whose
name?
The choice is yours, of course, to die and in
death join the one you love,
or to live a loveless but creative life.
POET I want to live, but I want to love.
PRINCESS Perhaps you'll love again, I know
you men.
POET There can be no love greater than the
love I lost.
I want that love.
PRINCESS Let's play a game.
This burning candle keeps your love alive.
When the flame dies you must decide POET What must I decide?
PRINCESS Love, or fame.
POET I choose love.
PRINCESS The flame still burns, this choice
may yet be overturned.
POET I want my love returned.
PRINCESS We must turn away from the past.

Isn't that what Orpheus taught us?
POET Why Orpheus?
PRINCESS He knew one look from him would
mean instant, eternal death for Eurydice.
POET Yes, but he was overpowered by love.
PRINCESS It was weakness.
Getting his wife back would only get in his
way.
Death by poet's glance.
POET What if I refuse to play?
PRINCESS Oh, you'll play, my friend.
Call his name.
POET Whose?
PRINCESS Orpheus, who else?
POET Orpheus.
PRINCESS Not like that!
You have to honour him.
[5]
POET Eternal Orpheus.
More voice than man.
Poet, priest, charmer of beasts.
Mystic adventurer.
Who dared to venture into death's dominion.
Singer of songs to soothe the living and stir
the dead.
Divine Orpheus, beloved of two Gods,
the wild, unruly, and the rational,
your disciple summons you.
PRINCESS One petal from a blood red flower.
Imbued with soothing power.
Let this petal pass your lips,
across the boundary of your kiss.
Surrender to its melting bliss,
then feel the limits of existence stir
as two worlds bleed into a blur.

[6]
INTERLUDE 1 (Electronic)
[7]
ORPHEUS I am Orpheus,
silencer of birds.
Snakes unravel to hang upon my words.
All have heard of Orpheus, Poetry's lord.
My pen is mightier than any sword.
My voice is richer than any purse.
POET A pity that your gaze is cursed.
ORPHEUS No, not cursed. It had to be.
An artist's gaze brings death - you'll see.
That is our eternal tragedy.
There can be no Orpheus without Eurydice.
What do you want from me?
POET To go where you have gone.
To see my dead love again.
ORPHEUS That's easy. All you have to do is
die.
POET I don't believe that lie, and besides,
I want to bring back love alive.
ORPHEUS Ah! That's a rather harder thing
you ask.
Not even I was equal to that task.
It was not enough to be the greatest poet of
eternity.
The gods wanted more of me.
More than vocal purity More than perfect prosody or lyric virtuosity.
To have, to hold but not to see...
my love, my Eurydice, was their demand of
me.
I could not look upon her face.
One look condemned her to that place.
Now every poet of every age
must re-enact the drama that I played
and pay the price I paid when I was torn and
flayed

by a wild avenging rage.
Are you not afraid?
POET What must I do?
ORPHEUS What can you do? You are not
Orpheus.
[8]
ORPHEUS I am forever the singer.
EURYDICE I am forever the song.
ORPHEUS In the realm of the living I linger.
To the realm of the dead she belongs.
EURYDICE/ORPHEUS The candle burns,
the clock hands turn, the flower of death
unfurls.
ORPHEUS I am forever the singer, my voice
forever in song.
I am forever the bringer of words that are fluid
and strong.
The candle flickers, the clock hands quicken,
the shadow of death beckons.
PRINCESS Hear me, Eurydice.
ORPHEUS I am forever a river, flowing in
spate.
EURYDICE The candle glows, the clock hands
show; time hastens death to the Poet.
ORPHEUS My words forever deliver delight
and forever elate.
Life swims through me at a pace. I am forever
a giver of gifts to the whole human race.
EURYDICE The candle burns, the clock hands
turn, the flower of life is spurned.
PRINCESS Come to me Eurydice. Join me,
Eurydice.
EURYDICE/ORPHEUS I am forever the
singer, in the realm of the living I linger. I am
forever the song. To the realm of the dead I
belong.

[9]
POET You wanted her dead!
ORPHEUS Come here, Poet.
I looked death in the face.
I felt death's embrace.
I journeyed to that fateful place.
I shared in death's grace.
My privilege is hard won. Do as I have done
then talk to me of Eurydice.
I'm tired of your hypocrisy.
You are the killer in the poet's mask,
You caused your lover's death;
your one desire your love's last breath.
POET No!
ORPHEUS Face the truth. You're in love with
youth.
When youth gives way to age,
love then becomes a cage.
Chains of habit tie you down.
The loving look becomes a frown.
Better that your love should die than linger on,
a lie.
A dead lover is forever cherished.
Love stays strong, though flesh has perished.
Conveniently, your love died young.
No doubt your heart was wrung.
Yet while your grief is nourished, your art has
strangely flourished.
You love in your own fashion.
Yours is a calculating passion.
The mirror is a thief. It takes the years and
leaves the grief.
Count the ravages of its theft and wonder how
long have you left.
Who wants to see an aging face in the mirror's
captive space?
Beauty is on youth conferred.
Therefore younger lovers are preferred.
What? No denial? You smile.

It helps my art, to understand the human heart.
Consider now the burning flame.
Do you still choose love not fame?
And still you yearn for your love's return?
But your love is like the candle burning,
and upon returning we may assume normal
aging will resume.
Youth's beauty soon a fading bloom.
And be prepared for love's demands,
for flowers and gifts and holding hands.
Artist or lover is the choice.
The mouth that kisses has no voice.
POET I choose...
ORPHEUS You hesitate. Before you make
your answer, wait.
Love's virtues now I shall enumerate.
Love is the duty that you owe to life.
POET That's it? No rhyme?
ORPHEUS Not that time.
POET Would you care to elaborate?
ORPHEUS No. I have no doubt you'll work it
out. To you it will be clear You're a clever man I hear, and now, good
day,
it's time for me to go my way.
[10]
INTERLUDE 2 (Instrumental)
POET I am the killer in the poet's mask!
Mine is a cold and calculating passion!
My one desire: my love's last breath!
Better that my love should die!
EURYDICE Love is the duty that you owe to
life.
POET Love is the duty that I owe to life.
PRINCESS Better that your love should die!
POET Better that my love should die!
Princess!

I need more - more - more...
I saw Orpheus!
PRINCESS Oh yes? And how was he?
POET He was a monster!
PRINCESS A monstrous ego, certainly.
It's always the same with these creative types.
POET He said I wished my loved one dead.
PRINCESS And how did that make you feel?
POET Guilty.
PRINCESS There was some truth in his
charge, then?
POET No! I want my loved one back.
PRINCESS Is that your final word?
The candle burns low. But is not yet burnt out.
There is still time for you to change your mind.
POET I need more time. The flower gives me
time.
PRINCESS True. The flower takes you out of
time.
That is perhaps the greatest of its gifts.
POET Please.
PRINCESS What will you give me in return?
POET I shall dedicate my work to you
PRINCESS And so you have changed your
mind? You now choose art over life?
POET No! I mean, give me the petal and I will
decide.
PRINCESS My friend! You must learn to treat
it with respect.
[11]
PRINCESS We owe to you our perfect hours,
Life lived at the speed of flowers.
You free my thoughts from life and death,
beguile away a decade with a breath.
We stand for centuries staring at a stain,
listening for mysteries in the dripping rain.
You are the breast at which we feed. Our
hunger, our desire.

Opium, opium.
Heedless and happy are we with you;
our bond with death we smilingly renew.
You are patient and forgiving;
and we more loyal to you than the living.
You are my mistress and my wife,
my sweet eternal death in life.
You are patient and forgiving
we are more loyal to you than to the living.
You are my mistress and my wife,
my sweet eternal death in life.
[12]
[Telephone rings]
PRINCESS Aren't you going to answer it?
Hello? My dear! How lovely to hear your voice.
Yes, he's here. Would you like to speak to
him?
It's for you.
It's your father.
You have nothing to say to your father? After
all these years?
POET He's dead.
PRINCESS Well, if you're going to hold that
against him...
He won't speak to you.
He's very upset.
He says there's something he must say to you.
POET I don't care what he wants to say. He
took himself out of my life.
PRINCESS I'm sorry my friend. He won't
relent.
POET There was no one there. The line was
dead.
PRINCESS What do you wish, my friend?
POET To see my love again.
PRINCESS One petal from a blood-red flower,
imbued with a soothing power.
Let this petal pass your lips,

across the boundary of your kiss.
Surrender to its melting bliss.
Then feel the limits of existence stir
as two worlds bleed into a blur...
POET More!
PRINCESS These are my gifts.
My gifts for you.
You have taken my gifts.
Now you are mine!
[13]
PRINCESS There are no memories.
No first, no last, there is only now.
You are locked in the eternal now, no regrets,
no pain, there is only now, the eternal refrain.
You are no longer with the living.
You are not yet with the dead.
You are here, now, held by the candle’s flame,
in a moment outside time.
It is the dead, calling to you.
POET Is it really you?
Can this be true?
You... are alive!
[14]
RAYMOND What must the tree feel at the
rising of the sap?
The agony of life returned.
Springtime is the season of suffering.
Winter is numb.
In winter, the leaves fall painlessly.
It is springtime now,
I feel the agony of life returning.
My blood pounds, the hammer blows of
crucifixion.
A riot wreaks havoc in my flesh.
My sinews strain against this new invasion life, the invading army laying siege.
I press my ear to my arm and hear the tumult
of assault;

the thunder and roar of conflagration, rampage
and rape.
In the dark starless night beneath my skin,
explosions ignite into cataclysm.
I am reborn to a life of suffering and memory.
Life marauds through me leaving ruin in its
wake.
Life is a wound and pain.
PRINCESS See what you have done?
He doesn't want the life you would inflict upon
him.
POET Life is sometimes painful. I know that.
I would not bring him back to that, if he does
not consent.
PRINCESS What say you?
RAYMOND I consent.
My love is... the torment that I willingly endure.
I will suffer every torment - every minute happily, for you.
My love is the pain I embrace for you.
My love is the Hundred Years War raging in
my right hand.
I will endure it for you.
My love is the red constellation of pain flaming
in my chest.
I will not complain, if I have you.
Let the claws of disease tear my face asunder.
That pain is nothing next to my love for you.
Let them place fishhooks in my skin and pull.
Your touch will soothe me.
Just say you love me, and I will bear it all for
you.
PRINCESS There. You have your answer.
It's down to you, now.
And now I see the candle is almost burnt out.
The time has come for you to decide.
RAYMOND Just say you love me and I will
return with you.

PRINCESS Would you forego all this for a
lover's kiss?
Every moment you delay, distracted by this
boy's beauty,
removes another masterpiece from your
future.
POET Stop!
PRINCESS The only way to stop it is to turn
your back on him.

POET What is my duty?
ALL Love is the duty that you owe to life.
[16]
PRINCESS The candle is burnt out.
You cannot delay any longer.
I must have your decision now.
RAYMOND Just say the word.
Just say you love me and I will return with you.
PRINCESS Soon, soon it will be too late.
Your choice is simple:
Either the books or the boy.
POET Forgive me. Forgive me, I choose...
Why did you not let me say the words?
You let them take him from me!
That wasn't the choice I meant to make!
You mistook what I meant to say!
PRINCESS My friend. I gave you gifts.
Now it is your turn to give something back.
POET I know you. You are death.
PRINCESS How did you know?
POET You have the hands of a midwife.
PRINCESS And you have the face of a
murderer.
Now work. In the company of death, all you
can do is work.

[15]
EURYDICE/ORPHEUS You are the killer in
the poet's mask!
Yours is a cold and calculating passion!
Your one desire: your love's last breath!
Better that your love should die!
PRINCESS Your books Poet! The time for
deciding is almost past.
Will you consign your future to the past?
RAYMOND Just say you love me and I will
return with you.
EURYDICE/ORPHEUS He cannot say it. It is
his destiny not to say it.
He must not say it. It is his duty not to say it.
POET What is my duty?
EURYDICE/ORPHEUS Love is the duty that
you owe to life.
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